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"If you think

that you are

too old to rock'roll

then you are!"

Lemmy.

In recent times we have witnessed the

sad passing of a number of rock stars,

the most notable of which was

probably David Bowie. Not so well

known but ironic amongst hard core

rock fans (myself included) was Ian

Fraser Kilminster, aka Lemmy, the

founder/ leader of Motorhead, the

loudest, hardest, fastest rock band on

the planet of whom it was said "If they

moved in next door to you your lawn is

gonna die".

Throughout his life Lemmy had a love

affair with motorcycles and biker

culture and his group's name

"Motorhead" is a clear reflection of

this. The video of on of their hits

"Brotherhood of Man" some great

shots of some of the more radical

gangs on the move.....shot by all

accounts inAustralia of all places!

Lemmy was long treasured as an icon

of dissipation for his prodigious booze

habit and his loathing of authority.

Once he was asked by a journalist if

he had actually slept with over 2000

women. He replied "No, it was nearer

1000, and when you think about it

,that is not unreasonable."

Lemmy was undoubtably a living

example of someone who

knew how to live and grow old

disgracefully. Something that should

give all us Ulysses members serious

food for thought.

THE EDITOR.

REALLY

C NHAPTER EWSLETTER

Ian Fraser Kilmister

Lemmy
(24 Dec 1945 – 28 Dec 2015),
known as
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If you've ever been lucky enough to visit

the Ace Café in North London

(obviously after its second rebuild in '98

– it's only George who will know its first

rebuild in 1948after it was bombed in an

air raid) you may get a sense of what

the Rim & Rubber Assembly is working

towards in terms of ambience.

However, as Pliny the elder once said

“ex Africa semper aliquidnovi” which

means there is always something new

from Africa. And so it is with Rim &

Rubber.

Rim & Rubber is situated near the

Greenside circle, on the infamous

restaurant strip. It is an eclectic blend of

custom workshop, bike accessory

store, sales showroom, biker bar and

foodie haunt. The display of bikes

included a regal old Ariel, an

ostentatiously gleaming Harley Dyna

Glide with extended forks for greater

straight- l ine instabi l i ty, and a

customised Moto Guzzi racer.

It was on the last Wednesday of

February that fourteen of our nattily

dressed yet disgracefulUJN members

descended on this bar, just as the sun

was setting on a glorious late summer

Highveld evening. The objective –

watch the recording of part of the Bike

Show, drink a lot, eat large plates of

food and win the bike quiz.I suppose

three out of four isn't bad, given that

most of us were incoherent by the time

the quiz came around.

The evening kicked off with UJN

securing the prime seats in the house

through the early intervention of our

esteemed Road Captain, who very

thoughtfully booked ahead. We

proceeded to rapidly deplete the bar

stocks, lustily taking full and cheap

advantage of the Happy Hour.

The crew set up the filming stage and

we were asked to please not be rowdy

during filming, but only to cheer and

roar when asked to do so. I am

ashamed but happy to note that, in

particular but not alone, Mac and Mike

Helbergnever complied with this

request.

The interviewee was none other than

Skinny, one of the founding twins of

Tank Girls SA. What an impressively

courageous young lady. We guys were

all blown away by her story, but some of

the girls on our team were heard,

disgracefully and with some jealous

venom, to mutter under their breath

some things like “bullshit”, “never” and

“hah!”

I don't want to be sexist and say she is

still a looker, but she is still a looker.And

by all accounts an accomplished

motorcyclist.

We managed to eat our food during the

interview, and Len managed to get

himself photographed with the TV stars

once it was over. Len is the one in the

picture to the left, kneeling at centre

between the presenters.

And then came the quiz. Mike Ryan I

recall through alcohol damaged cells

was the A Team leader and Big Steve

the B Team leader. I once told my very

young son and his mates who never

made the soccer A side not to worry,

because B stood for Best and A stood

for A@%$holes. His Principal phoned

me up the next Monday for a chat.

Anyway, the UJN B Team hammered

the A Team, but neither of us came

close to a winning score. My view is if

we want to win these competitions we

should simply stop drinking so much or

read more on our favourite pastime. I

guess it'll be“read more” then?

At the Rim Rubber Assembly
By Rod MacLeod
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Recently a few members reserved a

table at the Rim &Rubber; a new

establishment in Greenside under the

banner for

Wednesday evening.

The venue is truly biker friendly, with

great décor and biking memorabilia

adorning the walls and available floor

space.

They have an Aprilia RS hanging from

the one wall (as one does with an

Aprilia) a pristine Moto Guzzi and a few

customised bikes on sale and on

display as one

enters.

Every evening they

have a “biker's

happy hour” from

17:00 ~ 19:00

( a c t u a l l y 1 2 0

m i n u t e s ) b u t

Wednesday's are

more special.

On Wednesday

evenings they host

and record the well-

known Biker TV programme hosted by

Mat Durans, Harry Fisher and Donovan

Fourie.

Unfortunately the table we occupied

was “mid-way” down the length of the

restaurant and we couldn't hear all the

interviews and stage banter, but the

show progressed well and we enjoyed

what we could.

BIKE / EAT / LIVE

Rim & Rubber
By Alan Russell
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As punishment for a Tracy ttending ALL
the 2016 UJN breakfast rides to date, I
have been tasked with the very dubious
honour of writing this short article!

Most riders met at the usual Total
garage, at a very rude time, and
proceeded to the Blockhouse, where
we more civilised folk decided to gather,
at a more respectable hour.
On arrival at said Blockhouse, the
heavens opened – I'm sure it was just to
check that we were well and truly awake
(the weather did clear & was perfect for
the rest of the day).

Once the Trekkers had arrived, we all
stood around being perfectly sociable
and catching up with people we hadn't
seen for a while….some intervals being
longer than others!

Here we have John, Big Tom and Simon
modelling the latest in biking gear

Steve had initially only booked for about

10 people, but we ended
up with about 25! Sorry
Captain…us last minute
deciders really stressed
you out!
Good venues attract a
greater number of bikes.
Thanks Steve!

Steve sounded his horn
(actually just shouted at
us all to get moving) and
we departed just after
09H00. The ride from the
B l o c k h o u s e t o
Deneysville was quite a
short run; the roads were
in good condition and
relatively quiet.
As per usual, the UJN
riders don't waste any
time…we travelled at a

brisk pace but had a fabulous ride.
Clearly there were some very thirsty
chaps up front!!

On arrival, the parking lot was full of
various makes and sizes of bikes. We,
being very considerate,
parked outside and made
our entrance.

The Ducati & Duke being
mobbed by “old friends”

Some were more hungry
than others – I doubt that
I'd even taken my jacket
off when I spied certain
gentlemen with a plate of
food on the table…and
NO, I wasn't slow (I
arrived with the pack)!
You only pay for what you
eat…from the look of it,
R10 per item! Those that
decided to eat, certainly

appeared to enjoy the meal…I didn't
hear anyone complaining! Oh
yes…they even had Sir Juice…not
Oros

Lots of laughs later, a few meandered
off to visit the museum and to check out
the noisy machines at the pool area.
I'm not sure how that went because I sat
chatting to Frans and Ellen, from the
Bosveld Chapter, who decided to join
us for the ride. What a pleasure they
were!

I can definitely recommend the place as
a lovely venue, very relaxed and
obviously the company made the day!

Anyways…after many jokes and
conversations, we all headed our
separate ways.

A great morning spent with great
people…in the words of Walda…”a
great bunch of Old Buggers”!!

So until the next time…. That's All
Folks!!!

Deneysville Bike Museum Breakfast Ride ~ 21st February, 2016
By Tracy Flowerday

There's something ugly about a NEW bike on a trailer.

A friend is someone who'll get out of bed at 2am to drive his pickup to the middle of nowhere to

get you when you're broken down.

The twisties- not the superslabs- separate the bikers from the squids.
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As mentioned at our

m o n t h l y m e e t i n g ,

Firlands Children's Home

invited members of UJN

to join them for a Thank

You lunch on Saturday

20 February.

The a f te rnoon was

attended by volunteers

and ass is tants that

helped at the Firlands

Fete.

UJN were represented by

Steve, Julian, Len and

Alan. After a short “thank-you

speech” from Eddie de Vos,

(where he confirmed a final

taking of over

R 750 000 for the day) and a

brief prayer, we were invited to

partake from the spread

prepared and

displayed under a row of gazebo's.

UJN were thanked for our ongoing

support and interaction with the

children throughout the year and we

committed our support for their

forthcoming Fete.

th

Firlands Say Thank You
ByAlan Russell

Sometimes the best communication happens when you're on separate bikes.

A good long ride can clear your mind, restore your faith, and use up a lot of fuel.
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Most of us music aficionados still hum

and sing along to; 'I Wonder', 'Sugar

Man', 'Crucify Your Mind', 'Forget It' and

many other songs by Rodriguez. Not

only us, but our children as well. His

impact is still enormous. He wrote and

sang songs which were significant

regards the corrupt establishment,

lyrics that protestedagainst injustices,

drug abuse and of life and love, et al.

Such was his legend that it is rumoured

that he out-sold Elvis Presley in South

Africa? He was compared with Bob

Dylan, Jacques Brel and many other

folk legends and this is no small

compliment. Little did we know that

outside of the RSA and its Southern

African satellites, he was a mild hit in Oz

and New Zealand and unknown in his

own country; the USA.

After literally disappearing from the

music scene altogether, there were

rumours that he had committed suicide

after a concert many eons ago and very

few took the time to verify the facts and

that's a Cold Fact! Subsequently the

low budget documentary; 'Searching

for Sugarman' – inspired by two South

Africans and filmed by the Swedish

cinematographer; Malik Bendjelloul,

revealed him working a manual job and

living in a humble abode in his

hometown: Detroit, Michigan, USA.

The film exposed the crooked deals

hatched against him and the theft of his

Intellectual Property, his music and the

swindling of much money that was due

to him. Being the humble person that he

is, he returned to his roots as the son of

an immigrant Mexican and carried on

eking out a life as a simple labourer.

Incidentally, he was the sixth son and

hence the name Sixto…simple! The

documentary, which Malik planned to

be fifteen minutes, became such an

intriguing tale that it finally ended up

more of a Biopic and ran the full course

and eminen t l y, the Academy

acquiesced and it won the Oscar for the

best documentary in 2013, including a

BAFTA, American Writers Guild Award

and many more. Tragically, Malik

Bendjelloul committed suicide about a

year later…RIP.

The film was a revelation and brought

some long overdue accolades to a

most deserv ing , modes t and

unpretentious Superstar and more

significantly – introduced him to a new

and appreciative audience worldwide.

He returned to South Africa in triumph

and rapturous applause about eighteen

years ago and has followed up with

many subsequent concerts and his

greatest and most loyal supporters

have shown their appreciation by

flocking in their droves to hum and sing

along to old favourites and nostalgic

memories at many venues across the

country. It was 29 January 2016and

twenty two members from UJN decided

to attend his concert at the Dome in

Randburg. After all, he is now seventy

three and growing old a bit more

gracefully than us, is almost blind - and

the thought of 'next time' leaves a

Sixto Rodriguez - An Evening With The Legend
By Mike Helberg
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lingering doubt?

We met at Café Vesta in Randburg and

shared a pre-drink with Tom, Tony

Topbox and Simon who remained to

see that the venue did not sneak an

early close so that we may return in

high spirits after the concert to

celebrate good music and revelations

of our mis-spent youth!Steve and

Shrillylee provided a luxury taxi and a

competent and pretty chauffeur in

Melissa and we were as organised as

an army of ants.

The atmosphere at the Dome was

electric and the buzz was contagious

and intoxicating...well, I thought it was

the 'Buzz' that was intoxicating?

Rodriguez shuffled onto the stage with

his daughter who 'settled' him in and

guided his hand to identify

his equipment, water and

music aides. Statistically,

we comprised 12,000

fans all comfortably

seated in the Dome and

we were the largest

audience to ever attend

one of his concerts in

SouthAfrica. He donned a

beanie and s l ight ly

laboured through two

relatively old and lesser

known folk songs and my

first thought was that he

had aged seriously and

that this would be the

dictum that mandated theevening's

entertainment. Wrong! The lights went

up and he donned his trusty 'Floppy'

hat, took off his jacket and slipped a

waistcoat over his sleeveless shirt and

with his fabulous backup band

launched into serious Rock. He sang;

Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins, 'A

matter of Trust' (I think), by Billy Joel

and some other popular golden oldie

Rock numbers that had everybody

dancing with the aisles packed tighter

than a refugee boat sailing from

Syria!!We were on a Roll. The evening

warmed to numerous of his big hits in

RSA and inevitably the roof came off

when he got to: 'I Wonder' and some of

our favourites from the album: Cold

Fact.The audience comprised a varied

and eclectic mish mash of people and

the ages ranged from pre-teen to

geriatric! This spoke volumes for the

measure of the Man and his influence.

I'd be surprised if the sing-a-long by

12,000 adoring and obsequious fans

wasn't heard as far away as

Sandspruit? Encores ensued and

Rodrigues obliged and I'm sure the

show by far exceeded the scheduled

end time and too soon we bade him

Adios. But, fabulous memories will

remain of a wonderful, warm and

humble Free Spirited human being.

Our 'Taxi', resplendent with our

competent chauffeur was waiting and

we were all safely returned to Café

Vesta and we were reunited with the'

keepers' of the open door and we

celebrated an evening well spent

before dispersing for home. A very

special thanks to Steve de Villiers for

making the bookings, obviously ably

assisted by his lovely Lady and from all

of us to Melissa – much appreciation for

the shuttle service. On a personal note,

I had missed the initial booking

deadline for some reason and then

Lorna and Ivan could not attend,so they

donated their tickets to me and I am

most grateful to them for contributing to

a stunning and memorable evening

that will remain with Tersha and I for

ever.

YOU CAN'T BUY HAPPINESS
BUT YOU CAN BUY A BIKE

AND THAT'S PRETTY CLOSE

WE SHOULD START

REFERRING TO 'AGE' AS

'LEVELS', SO WHEN YOU'RE

LVL 80 IT SOUNDS MORE

BADASS THAN JUST BEING

AN OLD PERSON.

I CAN ONLY PLEASE

ONE PERSON A DAY.

TOMORROW

DOESN'T LOOK GOOD EITHER

TODAY ISN'T YOUR DAY
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EDITOR'S LAST WORD

"You know the main thing in life....A SENSE OF HUMOUR. Lose that and you are done.

You might as well blow your fucking brains out!"

Lemmy."

.NEVER argue with a woman holding a torque

wrench.

Never try to race an old biker, he may have one more

gear than you.

Home is where your bike sits still long enough to

leave a few drops of oil on the ground.

Routine maintenance should never be neglected

The only good view of a thunderstorm is in your

rearview mirror.

Never be afraid to slow down.

Only Bikers understand why dogs love to stick their

heads out car windows.

Bikes don't leak oil, they mark their territory.

Never ask a biker for directions if you're in a hurry to

get there.

Coffee and rusks are as important as petrol.

Sometimes it takes a whole tankful of petrol before

you can think straight.

Riding faster than everyone else only guarantees

you'll ride alone.

Never hesitate to ride past the last street light at the

edge of town.

Never mistake Horsepower for staying power.

A good rider has balance, judgment, and good

timing. So does a good lover. (AMEN!!!)

A cold hamburger can be reheated quite nicely by

strapping it to an exhaust pipe and riding forty miles.

Never do less then Forty miles before breakfast.

If you don't ride in the rain-you don't ride.

A bike on the road is worth 2 in the shop.

Respect the person who has seen the Dark side of

motorcycling and lived.

Young riders pick a destination and go... Old riders

pick a direction and go.

Sometimes the fastest way to get there is to stop for

the night.

Work to ride-Ride to work.

Whatever it is, it's better in the wind.

When you look down the road, it seems to never end-

but you better believe it does.

Winter is Natures way of telling you to polish.

Keep your bike in good repair: Motorcycle boots are

NOT comfortable for walking.

People are like Motorcycles: each is customized a bit

differently.

If the bike ain't braking properly, you don't start by

rebuilding the engine.

Remember to pay as much attention to your partner as

you do your carburetor.

Sleep with one arm thru the spokes and keep your

pants on.


